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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the evolution of the raindrop size distribution (RSD) is investigated for two isolated shallow

cumulus clouds that are modeled with large-eddy simulations. For a two-moment bulk rain microphysics

scheme that assumes the RSD to follow a gamma distribution, it is shown that the evolution of the rainwater

content of an individual shallow cumulus cloud—in particular, its subcloud-layer rainwater amount and its

surface precipitation rate—is highly sensitive to the choice of the shape parameter of the gamma distribution.

To further investigate the shape of the RSD, a Lagrangian drop model is used to represent warm rain

microphysics without a priori assumptions on the RSD. It is found that the shape parameter is highly variable

in space and time and that existing closure equations, which are established from idealized studies of more

heavily precipitating cases, are not appropriate for shallow cumulus. Although a relation of the shape pa-

rameter to the mean raindrop diameter is also found for individual shallow cumulus clouds, this relation

differs already for the two clouds considered. It is therefore doubtful whether a two-moment scheme with a

diagnostic parameterization of the shape parameter (i.e., a local closure in space and time) can be sufficient,

especially when being applied across different cloud regimes. A three-moment bulk rainmicrophysics scheme

is able to capture the general development of the relation of the shape parameter to the mean raindrop

diameter for the two simulated clouds but misses some relevant features.

1. Introduction

Knowledge about the shape of the raindrop size distri-

bution (RSD) is decisive for parameterizing bulk rain

microphysics in atmospheric modeling as well as for de-

ducing rain rates from observed radar reflectivity. The

RSD is the spectral particle density n(D), which is a

function of equivalent diameter D and defined such that

n(D)dD is the number of particles per unit volume in the

size range [D, D1 dD]. In many applications, the RSD is

assumed to follow the form of a gamma distribution

n(D)5N
0
Dme2lD , (1)

which has three free parameters: N0 is referred to as the

intercept, m is the shape, and l is the slope parameter

(Ulbrich 1983; Kogan et al. 2009).

Warm bulk microphysics schemes usually distinguish

between two hydrometeor classes: cloud water and rain-

water (Kessler 1969; Beheng 1994). These two classes are

separated in terms of a drop radius or mass, and both size

distributions are often assumed to follow the form of a

gamma distribution, which gives a bimodal distribution

for the composite drop size distribution. Autoconversion

and accretion as well as self-collection describe the con-

version rates from one class to another and within one

class, respectively [see Beheng (2010) for a recent review

of bulk conversion rates]. In this study, we will focus on

the rainwater class.

In three-moment bulk rain microphysics schemes, all

three parameters of the gamma distribution are de-

termined from the prognostic moments (Milbrandt and

Yau 2005; Milbrandt and McTaggart-Cowan 2010). Al-

though those schemes are potentially more accurate

than single- or two-moment schemes, they also have to

make simplifications in some microphysical processes

(e.g., breakup and to a lesser extent evaporation) and
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how these processes modify the higher moments of the

RSD. Also, reconstructing a gamma distribution from

three moments—as opposed to reconstruction from one

or two moments—may not necessarily be an advantage

if the actual RSD deviates from a gamma distribution.

Three-moment schemes are computationally more ex-

pensive than one- or two-moment schemes because of

the additional prognostic variable.1 So far, three-

moment schemes are rarely used in large-scale models.

Single- and two-moment bulk rain microphysics

schemes are widespread in atmospheric modeling [e.g.,

Kessler 1969; Beheng 1994; Walko et al. 1995; Feingold

et al. 1998; Khairoutdinov and Kogan 2000; Seifert and

Beheng 2001; Morrison et al. 2005; see Khain et al.

(2015) for an extensive review]. In two-moment

schemes, usually N0 and l are determined from the

prognostic moments and m, which is related to the width

of the distribution, is fixed to a constant or diagnosed—

for example, as a function of the mean raindrop di-

ameter (Milbrandt and Yau 2005; Seifert 2008). In this

study, we analyze the sensitivity of a two-moment bulk

rain microphysics scheme to the choice of m and in-

vestigate the evolution of m in the course of a cloud’s

(rainwater) life cycle using the Lagrangian drop model

from Naumann and Seifert (2015).

Especially in single-moment schemes (e.g., Kessler

1969), m is often set to zero, which simplifies the gamma

distribution to an inverse exponential distribution and

has been suggested from measurements for raindrop

diameters larger than 1.5mm (Marshall and Palmer

1948). Because Marshall and Palmer (1948) were only

able to measure such large diameters and also had to

average over relatively long periods of time, this classi-

cal result should not be viewed as evidence for using

m5 0 for all raindrop sizes and instantaneous distribu-

tions. Similar limitations arise for the equilibrium RSD

(e.g., Hu and Srivastava 1995; McFarquhar 2004; Seifert

et al. 2005; Barthes and Mallet 2013) because, especially

for low rain rates, the RSD is often far from equilibrium

(Barthes and Mallet 2013).

Reducing the number of independent parameters for

the gamma distribution from three to two is not only of

interest for parameterizing rain microphysics but is also

necessary in the field of radar meteorology. For the

latter, typically two independent remote measurements

are obtained (e.g., reflectivity and attenuation) for a

dual-wavelength radar or reflectivity at horizontal and

vertical polarization for a polarimetric radar. To retrieve

the RSD, which is again assumed to be well represented

by the gamma distribution, a constraining relation is

required. Analyzing disdrometer measurements, re-

lations expressing m as a function of l have been pro-

posed (e.g., Zhang et al. 2001, 2003; Brandes et al. 2003;

Moisseev and Chandrasekar 2007; Munchak and Tokay

2008). Unfortunately, the applicability of those relations

for parameterizingmicrophysical processes is limited for

two reasons: First, the relation is found to be regionally

and seasonally variable (Munchak and Tokay 2008) and

it is not clear what is causing this variation. Second, all

measurements are taken at the surface and are therefore

not necessarily valid for the whole atmospheric column.

Concerning the second point, Geoffroy et al. (2014)

analyzed in situ aircraft observations from two particle

measurement devices in shallow cumulus. They find that

m is variable over orders of magnitude when related to

the height or to different rain properties, such as the

mean raindrop diameter. This broad range might be

better understood if such data were analyzed for single

rain events that are related to particular clouds and their

life cycle rather than for a whole field of clouds. The high

spatial and temporal resolution that would be required

for such an in-depth analysis is difficult, if not impossi-

ble, to obtain from field measurements. Therefore, we

will use high-resolution modeling to approach the issue

in this study.

The decisive role of m in determining microphysical

process rates has been discussed in several idealized

modeling studies. By considering sedimentation only

(Milbrandt and Yau 2005; Wacker and Lüpkes 2009;

Milbrandt and McTaggart-Cowan 2010) as well as tak-

ing into account all microphysical processes in a one-

dimensional bin microphysics rainshaft model (Seifert

2008), different relations for m as a function of the

gridbox mean volume diameterD have been suggested.

But those studies also show that the m–D relation is

variable, which suggests that an additional dependence

is necessary to considerably reduce the present un-

certainty in determining m.

In this study, we investigate the variability of the RSD

and the closure problem of a two-moment bulk scheme

in a less idealized setup than recent modeling studies

(e.g., Milbrandt and Yau 2005; Seifert 2008) have ap-

plied. The goal is to explain the variability of the m–D

relation by setting the evolution of m in context to the

life cycle of an individual cloud. In particular, we study a

case of lightly precipitating shallow cumulus including

the warm rain microphysical processes: sedimentation,

evaporation, accretion, and self-collection. To achieve

this, we use an LES model combined with a Lagrangian

drop (LD) rainmicrophysicsmodel (Naumann and Seifert

2015). The LD model simulates raindrop growth on a

1 ForUCLA-LES, we find a 6% increase in total run time for a

shallow cumulus simulation using a three-moment scheme com-

pared to a two-moment scheme.
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particle-based level; that is, each LD follows its own tra-

jectory and size evolution driven by the time-dependent,

thermodynamical background fields of the Eulerian LES.

Because the RSD in the LD model is not restricted to a

prescribed distribution, the LD model is suited to study

the evolution of the RSD and the shape parameter.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2

shortly introduces the LES model, the LD model, and

the shallow cumulus case setup. In section 3, we inves-

tigate the life cycle of two shallow cumulus clouds re-

garding their rainwater properties and microphysical

processes for both the two-moment bulk scheme and the

LD model. In section 4, we analyze the RSD and in

particular the role of the shape parameter. Finally in

section 5, we give some concluding remarks.

2. Model description and setup

The model setup used in this study is the same as for

the control runs described in Naumann and Seifert

(2015). In the following, we summarize the most im-

portant points.

a. Large-eddy simulation

Weuse theUniversity of California, Los Angeles LES

(UCLA-LES; Stevens et al. 2005; Stevens 2007) with a

third-order Runge–Kutta scheme for time stepping.

Prognostic equations are solved for the three compo-

nents of the velocity, the total water mixing ratio, the

liquid water potential temperature, the mass mixing

ratio of rainwater, and the mass specific number of

raindrops. Subgrid-scale fluxes are modeled with the

Smagorinsky–Lilly model. Warm cloud and rain micro-

physical processes are parameterized by the two-moment

bulk microphysics scheme of Seifert and Beheng (2001)

with a diagnostic shape parameter (Seifert 2008) and a

fixed cloud droplet density. We adjusted the density cor-

rection exponent in the terminal fall velocity to 0.35 to

better fit the behavior of small raindrops.

For section 4 in this study, we have implemented a

three-moment bulk rainmicrophysics scheme inUCLA-

LES, which is described in the appendix.

b. Lagrangian drop model

The LD model simulates raindrop growth on a

particle-based level after the initial formation of drizzle

drops. Details of the LD model and its sensitivity to

different model parameters can be found in Naumann

and Seifert (2015). Themethodology is closely related to

the superdroplet method (Shima et al. 2009; Andrejczuk

et al. 2010; Riechelmann et al. 2012) but focuses solely

on the raindrop phase. Each LD represents a multi-

plicity of real raindrops with the same properties: that is,

the same position, size, and velocity. The LDmodel does

not replace the two-moment bulk rain microphysics

scheme; instead it is one-way coupled with the Eulerian

LES fields. To avoid inconsistencies, such a one-way

coupling is only justified if the bulk rainwater field does

not deviate substantially from the Lagrangian rainwater

field. We will show later in section 3 that the two rain-

water fields are indeed sufficiently similar.

The LDs are initialized proportional to the auto-

conversion rate of the two-moment bulk microphysics

scheme to ensure that the same amount of rainwater is

initialized in the bulk rain microphysics scheme and in

the LD model. All relevant microphysical processes—

accretion of bulk cloud water, self-collection among the

LDs, and evaporation in unsaturated air—are included

so that the mass of an LD evolves according to the en-

vironmental fields of the Eulerian LES. The momentum

equation for each LD includes dynamical effects such as

sedimentation and inertia and a contribution from the

parameterized subgrid-scale fluid velocity. Naumann

and Seifert (2015) show that the uncertainty of the LD

model is much smaller than the uncertainty caused by

the choice of the shape parameter in a two-moment bulk

rain microphysics scheme.

c. Case setup

We use two variants of a case study of shallow cumulus

over the ocean [Rain inCumulus over theOcean (RICO);

Rauber et al. 2007] described by van Zanten et al. (2011)

and Stevens and Seifert (2008), respectively. Both simu-

lations apply a grid spacing of 25m in all spatial directions.

The domain size is 3.23 3.2km2 in the horizontal and 3.2

and 4.0km in the vertical. Such a small domain has the

advantage that there is basically a single cloud in the

whole domain at one time. This allows us to analyze

the time evolution of an individual cloud with relatively

small computational effort and without the need to

apply a complex cloud-tracking algorithm.

For each case study, we analyze the life cycle of one

cloud and in the following, we refer to them as cloud A

and cloud B. Both clouds considered in this study can be

seen as random samples from a typical trade wind cu-

mulus clouds ensemble. The life cycles of both clouds

are simulated with the LES including the LD model.

Each simulation lasts 1.5 h and output of the LD prop-

erties is written with a temporal resolution of 15 s.

3. Cloud life cycle

Snapshots of the rainwater content and the pre-

cipitation flux show similar spatial structures for the LD

model and the two-moment bulk rain microphysics

scheme (Fig. 1). Good agreement is also found for the
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temporal evolution of the profiles of the rainwater

content and the raindrop number density (see discussion

of Figs. 4 and 5 below). In the model, feedbacks to the

dynamics are only considered from the two-moment

scheme, and the LD model is run one-way coupled

without any effect on the thermodynamic fields (see

section 2b). Such a decoupling is justified in this case

because the good agreement in rainwater properties in

the two-moment scheme and the LD model suggests

that the effect of the difference in the dynamics on the

RSD is small.

Amore critical examination of Fig. 1 does reveal some

minor differences between the LD model and the two-

moment scheme. Compared to the LD model, the two-

moment scheme is too diffusive, which becomes apparent

in a broad area of low rainwater content and low precipi-

tation flux surrounding the area with high values. In addi-

tion, the maximum rainwater content and the maximum

precipitation flux have lower values in the two-moment

scheme than in the LD model. To better understand this

difference, we first analyze the (rainwater) life cycle of

cloud A and cloud B and then investigate the differences

between the rainwater properties from the LD model and

the two-moment scheme in more detail.

The temporal evolution of cloud A and cloud B with

respect to their rainwater amount and the microphysical

rates is quite different (Fig. 2). While for cloud A the

peak overall rainwater amount is twice as high as for

cloud B, the period of time that considerable rainwater

amount is present in the domain is shorter for cloud A

FIG. 1. Snapshot at t 5 30min averaged in the y direction for the rainwater content and the precipitation flux for cloud A.
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than for cloud B by about 10min. This is a result of the

different dynamics and consequently different micro-

physical rates in both simulations.

For cloudA, we find onemain updraft at around 20min

where the cloud water content is high near cloud top and

where therefore a high autoconversion rate transforms

cloud water to rainwater in the two-moment scheme

(Fig. 3a). Soon after this relatively short initiation period

with a high autoconversion rate, the accretion rate in-

creases and starts to dominate rainwater gain (Fig. 2c).

Because rainwater gain through accretion occurs inside

the cloud and rainwater is lost through evaporation out-

side the cloud, we describe the life cycle of the cloud in

terms of its in-cloud rainwater, its cloud-layer environ-

mental rainwater (i.e., rainwater in the cloud layer but

outside the cloud, which is defined by the presence of bulk

cloud water), and its subcloud-layer rainwater (Fig. 2a).

Initially, most of the rainwater is found inside the cloud

but in the subsequent evolution this changes in short

order. The rainwater found in the cloud-layer environ-

ment increases and reduces the in-cloud rainwater. At this

point, evaporation of rainwater starts to decrease the

overall rainwater amount drastically (Fig. 2c).

Only a very small fraction of the overall rainwater

amount in the domain is found in the subcloud layer

(Fig. 2a). This implies that almost all rainwater leaves the

cloud through its lateral boundaries rather than through

cloud base. The maximum subcloud-layer rainwater is

found approximately 15min after the maximum in total

rainwater. This delay might be explained by two pro-

cesses, which are closely related. First, newly initiated

raindrops need time to grow through accretion and self-

collection to become so large that they develop a con-

siderable fall velocity to be able to fall below cloud base.

Second, the autoconversion rate is maximum near cloud

top between 2000 and 2500m and it takes the raindrops

time to cover the distance, whether through cloudy or

environmental air, until cloud-base level (around 600m).

FIG. 2. Life cycles of two isolated shallow cumulus clouds in terms of their rainwater properties. Shown are rainwater amounts and

microphysical rates in the whole domain. Solid lines represent results from the LDmodel and dashed lines represent results from the two-

moment bulk scheme. Note the different scales on the y axes.
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In contrast to the simple life cycle of cloud A, which

rather closely aligns with our understanding of an

idealized precipitating shallow cumulus cloud, the

picture is more complex for cloud B. Here, several

smaller cloud water maxima in the time evolution of

cloud water are found (Fig. 3b). Accordingly, several

autoconversion and subsequent accretion and evapo-

ration events take place and have cumulative effects

(Figs. 2b,d). For example, the autoconversion rate has

five maxima or pulses during the lifetime of cloud B.

Such a pulsating growth is a common feature for shal-

low cumulus clouds (Rauber et al. 2007; Heus et al.

2009). Analyzing LES runs of different shallow cumu-

lus cases, Heus et al. (2009) find on average four pulses

per cloud. This indicates that cloud B might be more

representative for a typical shallow cumulus cloud than

cloud A.

Compared to cloud A, the occurrence of rainwater in

the domain is considerably prolonged for cloud B and

rainwater builds up so that rainwater amount only

maximizes after 25min (Fig. 2b). The total rainwater

amount is smaller for cloud B than for cloud A owing to

weaker updrafts and overall lower autoconversion and

accretion rates. In contrast to cloud A, the raindrops in

cloud B are able to grow over a longer period of time,

and the amount of rainwater in the subcloud layer rel-

ative to the total rainwater amount and also the surface

precipitation rate are higher (Fig. 2d).

Comparing the rainwater properties of the LD model

and the two-moment scheme, the onset of precipitation

in the subcloud layer is more sudden in the LD model

(Figs. 4 and 5). This is especially evident in terms of the

mean raindrop volume diameter:

D5

�
6

pr
w

L
r

N
r

�1/3

, (2)

where Lr is the rainwater content, Nr is the raindrop

number density, and rw is the density of water. In the LD

model, the largest raindrops reach the subcloud layer

first; that is, D is initially large and then decreases with

time. In the two-moment scheme, the onset of pre-

cipitation in the subcloud layer occurs substantially

earlier and overall smoother compared to the LD

model. This early onset of surface precipitation is the

result of excessive gravitational sorting, which is a

known issue in two-moment bulk rain microphysics

schemes and will be discussed further in section 4a.

In the two-moment scheme, Lr initially increases

faster than Nr and therefore D initially increases near

the surface. Because of the overall earlier onset in the

two-moment scheme, the maximum value of D is

reached earlier in the two-moment scheme than in the

LD model. Also, the maximum value of D is larger for

the LD model than for the two-moment scheme. In the

subsequent period after the maximum value of D, Lr

decreases in the subcloud layer more rapidly for the LD

model than for the two-moment scheme.Accordingly,D

also decreases faster for the LD model than for the two-

moment scheme.

Note that, early in the simulation, rainwater properties

of the preceding cloud can be found in the two-moment

bulk scheme but not in the LD model because the LDs

have not been initialized for the preceding cloud. For the

analyzed cloud, the absence of the preceding rainwater

has no effect on the results of the LD model.

FIG. 3. Temporal evolution of the profiles of the domain-averaged cloud water content.
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FIG. 4. Temporal evolution of the profiles of domain-averaged properties for cloud A. (a)–(d) Note the logarithmic scale. (b),(d),(f) For

the two-moment bulk scheme, areas with Lr , 1027gm23 are blanked out.
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for cloud B.
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Differences between the LD model and the two-

moment scheme are also found for the microphysical

rates (Figs. 2c,d). Although by design of the model the

autoconversion rate generates bulk rainwater and LD

rainwater in same amounts, the accretion rate is lower

for the LDs than for the two-moment scheme for both

clouds over their whole life cycle. As a result, the total

rainwater and the evaporation rate are also lower for the

LD model.

The cause for these differences can be found in the

RSDs (Fig. 6). For both clouds, when the first rainwater

forms, the RSD determined from the LDs is slightly

narrower than the one diagnosed and employed in the

two-moment scheme (Figs. 6a,b). Therefore, the initial

production of rainwater mass through accretion is less

effective for the LDs and thus influences the subsequent

rainwater evolution. Nevertheless, RSD broadening is

stronger for the LDs and the largest raindrops with a

diameter larger than 500 mm form more frequently than

in the two-moment scheme (Figs. 6c,d).

Therefore, though the total rainwater amount of the

two-moment scheme is higher, the subcloud-layer rain-

water amount and also the surface precipitation rate,

which are both sensitive to the largest raindrops, are

higher for the LDs (Fig. 2). This effect can also be seen

in the snapshots of the horizontally averaged, vertical

cross sections (Fig. 1). Though the maximum absolute

value of the rainwater content is larger for the two-

moment scheme, the precipitation flux is larger for the

LD model because it is dominated by the largest rain-

drops, which fall fastest. The difference between the LD

model and the two-moment scheme in the distribution

of the largest raindrops (i.e., in the tail of the RSDs) can

mostly be attributed to the in-cloud RSDs (Fig. 7).

For all diameter sizes, the in-cloud RSD shows a de-

crease in the number density of raindrops with increasing

FIG. 6. Temporal evolution of the mean RSD for the whole domain. Solid lines represent results from the LD model and dashed lines

represent results from the two-moment bulk scheme.
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diameter. In contrast, for the subcloud layer, gravitational

sorting is strong and the number density of raindrops

increases for increasing raindrop diameters less than

200mm. For the subcloud layer of cloudA, theRSDof the

LDs is in surprisingly good agreement with theRSD in the

two-moment scheme (Fig. 7c). For the subcloud layer of

cloud B, the RSD of the LDs is broader than the RSD in

the two-moment scheme, which does not allow for such a

flat RSD (Fig. 7d).

4. The RSD’s shape parameter

Microphysical process rates depend on the shape of

the RSD. Therefore, two-moment bulk rain micro-

physics schemes that represent the RSD by a gamma

distribution [Eq. (1)] are known to be sensitive to the

choice of the shape parameter of the gamma distribution

m. To investigate the role ofm, we adopt two approaches.

First, we discuss the effect of m on the rain properties in

the two-moment bulk rain microphysics scheme and

compare them to the rain properties from the LD

model and from a three-moment bulk rain microphysics

scheme. Second, we use the LD statistics and the three-

moment scheme to discuss how m evolves over the

course of the simulation and what that implies for the

parameterizability of m in a two-moment scheme.

a. Sensitivity of the two-moment bulk scheme to the
RSD’s shape parameter

Besides the diagnostic relation of Seifert (2008), which

has been used for the simulations discussed in section 3,

another diagnostic relation has been suggested by

Milbrandt and Yau (2005). In addition to those two

variants, we conduct two more simulations where m is

fixed to either 1 or 10. Considering the uncertain knowl-

edge of the value of the shape parameter, also such a

FIG. 7. RSDwithin the cloud, in the environmental cloud layer, and in the subcloud layer. Solid lines represent results from the LDmodel

and dashed lines represent results from the two-moment bulk scheme.
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constant value of 1 or 10 is a plausible choice (Stevens

and Seifert 2008). Because in our simulations D is al-

ways smaller than 700 mm, the diagnostic relation from

Seifert (2008) effectively corresponds to a constant

value of m5 7.

Furthermore, we conduct one simulation with a three-

moment bulk rain microphysics scheme. In the three-

moment scheme, the rainwater reflectivity is added as a

third prognostic variable in addition to the raindrop

number density and the rainwater content. In this way,

all three parameters of the gamma distribution—N0, l,

and m—are determined by the prognostic variables. A

description of the three-moment bulk rain microphysics

scheme and the relation of m to the prognostic variables

is given in the appendix.

As the value of m gets smaller, the RSD becomes

broader and more rain reaches the surface. Compared to

the RSD from the LD model, two-moment bulk rain

microphysics schemes with large m (i.e., narrow distribu-

tions) perform best during the very first stage of rain

formation in the cloud (Figs. 6 and 8). In contrast, the two-

moment schemes with smaller m seem more reasonable

in a later stage. If m is chosen too small, the amplitude of

the surface precipitation rate is considerably over-

estimated by the two-moment scheme compared to the

LD approach (Fig. 8). The RSDs from the three-moment

scheme and the LD model after 30min of simulation are

in very good agreement, especially for the tail of the dis-

tribution. The three-moment scheme overestimates the

surface precipitation rate compared to the LD model

during the whole simulation but the difference is less than

for the two-moment schemes with small m.

Surprisingly, the differences in RSD and surface pre-

cipitation rate are larger for the simpler cloudA than for

FIG. 8. Domain-average RSD and surface precipitation rate using different values for the shape parameter m in the two-moment

bulk scheme. Solid lines represent results from the LD model and dashed lines represent results from the two- and three-moment

bulk schemes.
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the more complex cloud B. We speculate that this is

related to a more explosive evolution of cloud A, which

might be less well represented by a bulk scheme, or to

the multipulse evolution of cloud B, which might give

opportunity to deplete remaining condensate in the

next pulse.

The relative differences in surface rain discussed

above may appear very large in part because the overall

surface precipitation is small for shallow cumulus and

because we are looking at an individual cloud instead of

averaging over a larger area with a cloud ensemble.

Related to this, an intercomparison study, analyzing the

RICO case with several different LES models using

different microphysical parameterizations, showed that

many features of the cloud layer were in good agree-

ment among the models, but considerable differences

were encountered in the cloud microphysical structure

and the surface precipitation rate (van Zanten et al.

2011). This indicates that the RICO case might be rather

sensitive to microphysical choices especially when using

small domain sizes as it is usually done. In addition, for

short integration times, rain rates are less constrained by

the vertical structure and the imposed forcing. Thus, we

expect differences (e.g., in surface precipitation) not to

be as pronounced for other, heavier precipitating cases

or when using larger domains and averaging over longer

time periods.

Regardless of the choice of m, we find an earlier onset

of surface precipitation for the two-moment scheme

than for the LDmodel (Figs. 8c,d). This is in agreement

with other studies that attribute the early onset of sur-

face precipitation for two-moment schemes to an

overestimation of gravitational sorting in the sedimen-

tation process, which is due to the differences in sedi-

mentation speed for the two moments considered

(Wacker and Seifert 2001; Milbrandt and Yau 2005;

Morrison and Grabowski 2007). This bias is a charac-

teristic of the two-moment equations and cannot be

eliminated by a simple retuning of some parameters,

like the shape parameter. As shown by Wacker and

Seifert (2001), bulk schemes eliminate the most im-

portant variable for size sorting (the size) and by this a

nonlinear equation emerges from the previously linear

sedimentation equation. In one- and two-moment bulk

schemes, the RSD does not become narrower when the

largest raindrops fall out because the shape is pre-

scribed either as a fixed value or by some diagnostic

relation. This leads to an artificial spectral transfer; that

is, the large raindrops that fall out are immediately

created again. Excessive size sorting can to some extent

be fixed by controlling the ratio of the sedimentation

velocities as suggested by Milbrandt and McTaggart-

Cowan (2010) as well as Mansell (2010), but such ad hoc

modifications can lead to inconsistencies in the physical

assumptions of the scheme.

b. Evolution of the RSD’s shape parameter in the LD
model and in the three-moment bulk scheme

For the LDs, the RSD is not bound to a gamma dis-

tribution but can evolve freely. Assuming that the LD

RSD is well represented by a gamma distribution

[Eq. (1)], the distribution’s parameters can be estimated

from the first three moments of the RSD. To have a

sufficient sample for the RSD, we estimate the distri-

bution’s parameter only if there are more than 50 LDs

within a vertical layer of 100m for one output time step.

We find that m is widely varying with time and height,

but some more general behavior can be deduced from

the two simulations of lightly precipitating shallow cu-

mulus (Fig. 9):

1) Large values for m (i.e., narrow RSDs) are found

near cloud top where raindrops are created by

autoconversion at similar sizes and where the mean

volume diameter is close to the initial raindrop

diameter (Figs. 4e and 5e). However, one should be

cautious with a physical interpretation of the large

values of m at the initial appearance of rainwater in

the cloud layer because the smallest raindrop sizes

are subject to assumptions made in the LD model.

First, the initial size of a LD is set artificially by as-

suming an initial size distribution as described in

Naumann and Seifert (2015) and second, the RSD is

truncated below D 5 80 mm [see Handwerker and

Straub (2011) and Johnson et al. (2011) for a dis-

cussion of the latter issue]. Bothmodel choices limit

the reliability of the estimate of m for the initial

RSD.

2) In the cloud layer,m decreases with decreasing height

and progressing cloud lifetime. The RSD broadens

with time as a result of self-collection and because

different trajectories allow for different growth his-

tories of the raindrops. As most of the LDs originate

near cloud top, RSDs in lower cloud layers are

typically older and therefore broader. The mixing

of particles with trajectories of different origin and

history is an important mechanism for the observed,

rapid broadening of drop size distributions in small

cumulus clouds. Here, we simulate only the final

growth stage from small to large raindrops and the

broadening of the RSD. The growth stage from cloud

droplets to raindrops and the broadening of the cloud

droplet size distribution has been the focus of several

earlier studies (Cooper 1989; Lasher-Trapp et al.

2005; Devenish et al. 2012; Cooper et al. 2013;

Grabowski and Wang 2013).
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3) For cloud A, three stages can be identified in the

subcloud layer that have also been described in more

idealized studies (e.g., by Seifert 2005). First, large

values for m are found when the first raindrops reach

the subcloud layer. Because of gravitational sorting

the largest raindrops reach the subcloud layer first,

which gives a narrow distribution with a large mean

diameter. With time, m decreases in the subcloud

layer because smaller raindrops eventually follow the

first large ones. In this second stage, the RSD

becomes broader while the mean raindrop diameter

decreases. Finally, m increases again while the mean

diameter still decreases. At this stage the largest

raindrops have already reached the ground while

some smaller ones remain in the subcloud layer.

Together with the broadening of the RSD in the

cloud layer (point 2 in this list), these three stages in

the subcloud layer show up as a V shape in the m–D

relation (Fig. 9c).

4) For cloud B, which—unlike cloud A—is character-

ized by several pulses of autoconversion events (see

section 3), the second and third stages can be identi-

fied in a similar manner whereas the first stage of

extensive gravitational sorting is not found. In the

FIG. 9. Evolution of the shape parameter in the LD model: (a),(b) m as a function of height and time and (c),(d) m as a function of the

mean raindrop diameter colored by height. Additionally in (c) and (d), the closure equations from Seifert (2008, S08) and Milbrandt and

Yau (2005, MY05) are plotted.
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second stage, the RSD becomes broader for cloud B

than for cloud A and m decreases below values of 1.

The lack of extensive gravitational sorting and the

stronger broadening of the RSD might be explained

by the more complex evolution of cloud B, which

allows for a larger variability in LD trajectories. For

cloud B, raindrops need to be supported for a rela-

tively long time in the upper part of the cloud layer to

grow to the largest sizes because the rainwater

content is lower than for cloud A. Then moderately

large raindrops fall out first (when they are not

supported by an updraft anymore) while the largest

raindrops (that ‘‘luckily’’ had been supported longer

and were therefore able to grow most) fall out later

but are able to outpace the moderately large rain-

drops. Therefore, the early RSDs in the subcloud

layer are already relatively broad.

Based on the described phenomenology and process

understanding, and on earlier studies (e.g., Seifert 2005),

we expect the V shape of the m–D relation, which is

found for cloudA, to be a robust feature for single-pulse

clouds. For more complex clouds, like the multipulse

cloud B, the V shape might not be a common feature.

For cloud B, the right-hand-side branch, which is at-

tributed to extensive gravitational sorting, is missing. In

addition to the occurrence of gravitational sorting, also

the position of the minimum in the m–D relation seems

to be case dependent, which makes a general parame-

terization of m as a function of D difficult for individual

clouds. The difficulty of a single m–D relation to repre-

sent different individual clouds does not directly imply a

systematic effect for an ensemble of clouds; that is, it

does not exclude that an appropriate m–D relation could

be able to well represent the development of the average

RSD of an ensemble of clouds.

In three-moment bulk rain microphysics schemes, m is

not prescribed as a function ofD but is determined from

the three prognostic variables and can therefore take

into account the individual development of a particular

cloud. In our simulation, the three-moment scheme is

able to capture the different development of m in cloud

A and cloud B although there are some differences to

the LDmodel (Fig. 10). TheV shape of them–D relation

for cloud A in the LD model is also found for the three-

moment scheme but the right-hand-side branch is less

pronounced; that is, the RSD in the subcloud layer is

initially narrower in the LD model than in the three-

moment scheme. Also, in the three-moment scheme the

left-hand-side branch is generated only by the upper

layers of the cloud and not by the subcloud layer; that is,

the RSD remains broad in the subcloud layer in the

three-moment scheme (Fig. 10c). We expect these

differences to result, at least partly, from the simplifi-

cations used in the formulation of the microphysical

processes and how they modify the reflectivity in the

three-moment scheme.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we investigate the life cycle of shallow

cumulus clouds regarding their rainwater properties

with a focus on the evolution of the shape of the RSD.

Two isolated shallow cumulus clouds are simulated with

LES. The properties of the rainwater field of each cloud

are studied, both with a commonly used two-moment

warm rain bulk microphysics scheme and with an

LD model.

In contrast to the evolution of the rainwater for cloud

A, which is characterized by a single autoconversion

event and subsequently evolving accretion and evapo-

ration rates, the evolution of cloud B is more complex.

Here, several overlapping autoconversion events result

in a less distinct temporal separation of the auto-

conversion, accretion, and evaporation phase. This

multipulse evolution of cloud B allows for a large vari-

ability of LD trajectories and hence a strong broadening

of the RSD. For both clouds, the RSD in the LD model

is initially narrower than what is assumed in the two-

moment bulk scheme but broadensmore in the course of

time. Therefore, though the overall rainwater mass is

less for the LDmodel than for the two-moment scheme,

the subcloud-layer rainwater mass and the surface pre-

cipitation rate are in a similar range.

However, this is only true if the shape parameter m of

the RSD in the two-moment bulk scheme is diagnosed

by the relation suggested by Seifert (2008), which we use

for the control runs. Fixing m to a lower constant value

or using the diagnostic relation suggested by Milbrandt

and Yau (2005) broadens the RSD and consequently

has a quite drastic effect—for example, on the surface

precipitation rate. Though this large effect may be partly

due to the relatively low overall precipitation rate in

shallow cumulus, it points to the important role of m in

the two-moment bulk rain microphysics scheme. Other

uncertainties in the microphysical process rates—for

example, the assumption that the gamma distribution

well represents the RSD or the description of the colli-

sion and the coalescence efficiencies in the accretion and

self-collection rates—also contribute to the uncertainty

in simulated rainwater properties but are not discussed

in this study.

Investigating the evolution of m derived from the LD

statistics, we find a robust broadening of the initial RSD,

with m rapidly decreasing to values less than 3. How

broad the RSD becomes and whether it narrows again in
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the subcloud layer depends on the effectiveness of

gravitational sorting. For the single-pulse cloud A, we

find a V-shaped m–D relation. The left-hand-side de-

scending branch represents the initial broadening of the

RSD, which is caused by the different trajectories and

growth histories of the LDs. The right-hand-side as-

cending branch of the V shape represents a narrowing of

the RSD in the subcloud layer due to extensive gravi-

tational sorting and is not found for the multipulse

cloud B.

This indicates that, for the simple, single-pulse cloud

A, the results are in good agreement with idealized

studies that described the V shape before (e.g., Seifert

2005). For more complex life cycles, the m–D relation

has to be modified. A V-shaped relation though shifted

substantially toward larger mean diameters has also

been found by Seifert (2008) for stronger rain events. In

more heavily precipitating clouds, larger raindrops are

more common owing to deeper cloud layers, higher

rainwater contents, and more vigorous updrafts. Hence,

gravitational sorting becomes dominant only at larger

diameters and the m–D relation shifts toward those

larger diameters. Milbrandt and Yau (2005) also fo-

cused on stronger precipitation events just taking into

account sedimentation and, consequently, only found

an ascending branch toward large diameters. Because

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but with m derived from the three-moment bulk rain microphysics.
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shallow cumulus precipitation is restricted to relatively

small raindrops, both published m–D relations fail to

represent the detailed evolution of m for individual shal-

low cumulus clouds. A three-moment bulk rain micro-

physics scheme is able to capture the general development

of the m–D relation for cloud A and cloud B but misses

some features such as a narrowing of the RSD in the

subcloud layer toward the end of the rainwater life cycle.

The results of this study suggest that parameterizing

m solely as a function of D in two-moment bulk rain

microphysics schemes is not appropriate for individual

clouds if different cloud regimes and different com-

plexities of cloud life cycles are considered. The position

of the minimum in the m–D relation, the occurrence of

the ascending branch, and presumably also the slopes of

the branches might depend on other variables such as on

overall precipitation, updraft speed, or cloud depth.

Rather than themean raindrop diameter, a classification

according to the stage of the RSD’s evolution could also

be useful. Therefore, a nonlocal closure in time—that

is, a parameterization that has explicit knowledge about

the current state of the cloud relative to its overall life

cycle—might ultimately be needed in two-moment bulk

rainmicrophysics schemes if the error that arises from the

m–D closure is judged to be too large. Three-moment

schemes, computationally more expensive than two-

moment schemes, overcome the need for such a closure

and provide a promising alternative to two-moment

schemes.
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APPENDIX

Description of a Three-Moment Bulk Rain
Microphysics Scheme

Here we provide the equations of the three-moment

bulk warm rain scheme. These equations are a con-

sistent extension of the Seifert and Beheng (2001)

parameterization and, consequently, they differ in some

details from other existing three-moment schemes like

Milbrandt and Yau (2005). A more detailed discussion

of the suggested three-moment scheme will be given

elsewhere (A. Seifert and A. K. Naumann 2016, unpub-

lished manuscript).

As prognostic variables, we use the first three mass

moments of the RSD M(k)
r , with k 2 [0, 1, 2]:

M(k)
r 5

ð‘
0

f (x)xk dx5
�pr

w

6

�k
ð‘
0

n(D)D3k dD , (A1)

where x is the raindrop mass and f (x) is the spectral

particle density as a function of the raindrop mass. For

the first three moments of the gamma distribution

[Eq. (1)], we find explicitly

N
r
5M(0)

r 5
N

0
G(m1 1)

lm11
, (A2)

L
r
5M(1)

r 5
�pr

w

6

�N
0
G(m1 4)

lm14
, and (A3)

Z
r
5M(2)

r 5
�pr

w

6

�2N
0
G(m1 7)

lm17
, (A4)

where Nr is raindrop number density, Lr is rainwater

content, and Zr is rainwater reflectivity. The three mo-

ments determine the three distribution parameters N0,

l, and m. To calculate m, we evaluate the dimensionless

parameter NrZr/L
2
r , which is only a function of m:

G(m)5
(m1 4)(m1 5)(m1 6)

(m1 1)(m1 2)(m1 3)
5

N
r
Z

r

L2
r

. (A5)

We solve for the root of this equation using Cardano’s

formula (e.g., Abramowitz and Stegun 1972, p. 17).

For the terminal fall velocity of rain drops yr(D),

we apply an Atlas-type relation with yr(D) 5
ar 2br exp(2grD), with ar, br, and gr as given by

Stevens and Seifert (2008). For the sedimentation veloc-

ities of all mass moments including reflectivity, we find

y
r,k

5

�
r
0

r
a

�0:35�
a
r
2b

r

�
11

g
r

l

�2(3k1m11)
�
, (A6)

which includes a correction for the density dependence

of the sedimentation velocity with r0 being the reference

air density and ra being the actual air density. Note that

yr,k $ yr,k21; that is, higher moments fall faster leading to

gravitational sorting.

For autoconversion, we apply the concept of a sepa-

ration of the drop size distribution in two categories by a

threshold mass, x*5 2:63 10210 kg, which corresponds
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to a threshold drop diameter ofD*5 80mm.We assume

further that the raindrop embryos created by auto-

conversion follow a uniform distribution in the size

range [x*, 2x*]. The same assumptions are made in the

LD model of Naumann and Seifert (2015). This yields

›N
r

›t

����
au

5
2

3

1

x*

›L
r

›t

�����
au

and (A7)

›Z
r

›t

����
au

5
14

9
x*
›L

r

›t

����
au

. (A8)

In this case the mass rate for autoconversion is sufficient

to specify the corresponding rates of all other moments.

For accretion, we use the definition of that process

given by Beheng’s formulation (Beheng andDoms 1986;

Doms and Beheng 1986; Beheng 2010):

›M(k)
r

›t

�����
ac

5

ðx
*

0

ð‘
x
*

f (x0)f (x00)K(x0, x00)[(x01x00)k2x0k2x00k]dx0dx00

(A9)

and apply the linear part of Long’s kernel:

K(x0, x00)5k
r
(x0 1 x00) , (A10)

which is valid in the accretion regime. With some sim-

plifications, we find the accretion rate

›Z
r

›t

����
ac

5 2k
r
L

c
Z

r
, (A11)

where Lc is the cloud water content. For consistency

with the mass accretion rate of the Seifert and Beheng

(2001) scheme, we include the similarity functionFac(t)

and the density correction in the accretion rate for

reflectivity

›Z
r

›t

����
ac

5 2k
r
L

c
Z

r
F

ac
(t)

�
r
0

r
a

�0:35
. (A12)

For self-collection, we can also apply Long’s kernel

and find

›Z
r

›t

����
sc

5 2k
r
Z

r
N

r
, (A13)

but this equation proves to be insufficient. Therefore, we

apply the variance approximation of Seifert et al. (2014)

to parameterize the self-collection rate. For the number

density and reflectivity, we find

›N
r

›t

����
sc

5
p

4
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with the bulk velocity difference given by

Dy2n 5 2b2
r

"�
l

l1 2g
r

�nn
2

�
l

l1 g
r

�2nn#
, (A16)

with nn 5m1 31 3n and gr is the coefficient of the

Atlas-type terminal fall velocity relation. For the bulk

coalescence efficiency, we use

E
coal,z

(D)5max[0:53(12a
coal

D), 0:0] (A17)

based on the empirical parameterizations of Beard

and Ochs (1995) and Low and List (1982) and with

acoal 5 0:693 103 m23. The latter value is based on a

numerical integration of the collection integral (A9)

for a gamma distribution and has only a weak de-

pendency on m, which can be neglected. Note that we

apply this coalescence efficiency only to the equation

for Zr while we set Ecoal,n 5 1 because the self-collection

of the number density is dominated by small droplets.

The bulk evaporation equations for Lr and Zr are

given by

›L
r

›t

����
eva

5

ð‘
D
*

›x

›t

����
eva

n(D) dD and (A18)

›Z
r
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����
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5

ð‘
D
*

›x

›t

����
eva

n(D)x(D) dD , (A19)

with the evaporation rate of an individual drop being

linear in drop diameterD. If we make the simplification

that ventilation effects affect reflectivity in the same way

as mass, then we find

›Z
r

›t

����
eva

5 x
(m1 4)

(m1 1)

›L
r
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����
eva

. (A20)
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Neglecting the fact that ventilation effects are different for

mass and reflectivity leads to a slight overestimation of

reflectivity because ventilation would act more strongly

on reflectivity than on rainwater content. At least for

precipitating shallow cumulus and stratocumulus, this can

probably be ignored. For the number rate due to evapo-

ration, we follow Seifert (2008) and apply

›N
r

›t

����
eva

5 g
eva

1

x

›L
r

›t

����
eva

(A21)

but with the simpler relation geva 5 exp(20:1m). This

takes into account that a narrow RSD leads to a reduced

change in number density due to evaporation.
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